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Nuclear South West 
“£50 billion of opportunity on our doorstep”  
Mission  
To capitalise on the south west of England’s unique nuclear industry opportunities and strengths; 
maximising the ability of south west firms to take advantage of the UK and worldwide nuclear 
programmes. 
Aims 

1. To promote and raise the profile of the south west’s nuclear opportunity nationally and internationally 
2. To secure investment in the south west’s nuclear industry 
3. To deliver projects and programmes to unlock economic potential of the south west’s nuclear industry 

Who is Nuclear South West? 
Nuclear South West is a formed of two parts:  

- A Nuclear Industry Network of businesses within the nuclear industry in the south west 
- A Stakeholder Alliance of organisations in the south west, led by the Heart of the South West, West of 

England and GFirst local enterprise partnerships (LEPs). 
Why is Nuclear South West important? 
Our research has shown that there are £50billion worth of business opportunities in the nuclear industry within 75 
miles of the south west.  
Hinkley Point C (HPC) will be the first new nuclear power station in the UK for a generation, capable of generating 
7% of the UK’s total energy requirement. Over 60% of the project’s £20billion construction value is predicted to go 
to UK companies. The project will create 25,000 job opportunities, 1,000 apprenticeships and will pump £100m/year 
in to the regional economy. 
However, the two new reactors at HPC mark only the beginning of a significant rolling programme of investment in 
nuclear power right across the UK. In the south west this includes Oldbury, Gloucestershire, as a planned site for 2-3 
further reactors to be built by Horizon Nuclear Power. Nationally investment in new nuclear power stations could 
raise UK GDP by over £5billion, and increase nuclear industry exports by nearly £900million. 
Combined with the investment in two new nuclear power stations, the south west is also home to the South West 
Nuclear Research Hub – a partnership between Bristol and Oxford Universities; and the new National College for 
Nuclear; as well as more recent investments in the Somerset Energy Innovation Centre in Bridgwater and the 
Gloucestershire Renewable Energy, Engineering and Nuclear Skills (GREEN) at Berkeley. 
We have many of the ingredients in place to create the conditions for transformational growth in the nuclear 
industry in the south west. Nuclear South West is important: 

- TO THE REGION – because we have unparalleled ‘first mover’ advantage to capitalise on the UK’s new 
nuclear build programme 

- TO THE UK – because we are leading a global renaissance in nuclear power. Getting it right in the south west 
will demonstrate the UK’s pre-eminence in the global nuclear marketplace. 

If we fail, nuclear power stations may still get built, but the majority of the supply chain and much of the workforce 
will be sourced outside the UK, and we will have missed our opportunity to raise productivity and fix the 
foundations of a leading UK industry.
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Our next steps, and a call to action: As set out above, our aims are to promote the cluster, secure investment, and to deliver projects and programmes. The table 
below provides a summary of the actions we must take to achieve these aims and our call to action from local and national partners. 

Aim Problem Solution Action 
PROMOTE and raise the profile of the south west’s nuclear opportunity nationally and internationally 
Communications and engagement The south west’s profile nationally, in the nuclear arena, is comparably weak when compared to other hot spots of nuclear activity, notably Energy Coast Cumbria. 

Develop the aims and objectives of Nuclear South West, and ensure that business and other stakeholders speak with one voice on the opportunities offered by the cluster. 

Develop a suite of materials and a programme of engagement with key decision-makers and opinion formers in industry, nuclear bodies and government. 
SECURE INVESTMENT in the south west’s nuclear industry 
Inward investment Partners need to collaborate to attract companies to the nuclear south west cluster, supporting them to encourage retention and growth. 

Prepare a campaign of joint activity across three LEPs and other key partners to promote the cluster. 
Map the nuclear capability, identify brand, construct a budget for further activity, work with UKTI and prepare programme of marketing and events underpinned by industry expertise. 

Government investment Government austerity is placing pressure on LEPs and other public funders’ abilities to support the industrial cluster growth right at the moment we face significant opportunities. 

Jointly prepare project or programme bids across the three LEP partnership, and use this approach to work with Government to other sources recognising the special national strategic nature of the nuclear project.  

Work together to map existing interventions and investment by the partners; prepare joint investment proposition for a package of cluster development work; and seek local, national and European public funds to support activity. 
DELIVER projects and programmes to unlock economic potential of the south west’s nuclear industry 
Skills The construction and engineering workforce alone required for the UK new build programme is 50,000. We are not sufficiently prepared to provide this nuclear workforce without a significant increase in skills provision. 

Develop the skills ecosystem, building on the highly functional yet under-funded HPTA model and the National Nuclear College. 
Seek major additional investment for the development and expansion across three LEPs of the HPTA model. 

Business competitiveness Support for developing our UK nuclear supply chain is waning due to government investment decisions and regulatory issues with EU funding. Yet many businesses with potential to access nuclear contracts are not ready. 

Develop the current ecosystem of support so the industry has the required pump priming from the public sector to enable our business to access the regional, and UK-wide, supply chain opportunities. 

In the short term, lobby on issues with ERDF funding, but in the medium term work with Government and across the LEPs to develop a bespoke nuclear model for supporting business to be ‘fit for nuclear’. 
Innovation To support an affordable, safe and secure long term future for nuclear in the national energy mix we must ensure that the UK’s world class nuclear research can be propelled in to commercial application. 

Develop new programmes and facilities to enable businesses to take new technologies across the ‘valley of death’ from research and technology development, to technology deployment and commercial application. 

Prepare the business case and seek funding to deliver ‘Nucleate SW’ as a new open and affordable to access state-of-the-art facility for business at part of the Nuclear Research Centre. 
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Section One – Nuclear South West 
Mission  
To capitalise on the south west of England’s unique nuclear industry opportunities and strengths; stimulating south west 
businesses’ capability to maximise the UK and worldwide nuclear civil and defence programmes. 
Aims 

1. To promote and raise the profile of the south west nuclear cluster’s capability nationally and internationally 
 

2. To secure investment in the south west’s nuclear industry 
 

3. To deliver projects and programmes to unlock economic potential of the south west’s nuclear industry 
 

4. To influence national nuclear policy to support creating the conditions for growth and to deliver against the Government’s Nuclear Industry Strategy. 
Context 
Research1 suggests £50billion worth of business opportunities are available to the nuclear industry within the south west. Hinkley Point C (HPC) will be the first new 
nuclear power station in the UK for a generation, capable of generating 7% of the UK’s total energy requirement. Over 60% of the project’s £20billion construction value is 
predicted to go to UK companies. The project will create 25,000 job opportunities, 1,000 apprenticeships and will potentially provide £100m/year in to the regional 
economy. 
The two new reactors at HPC mark only the beginning of a significant rolling programme of investment in nuclear power across the UK. In the south west this includes 
Oldbury, Gloucestershire, as a planned site for 2-3 further reactors to be built by Horizon Nuclear Power. Nationally, investment in new nuclear power stations could raise 
UK GDP by over £5billion, and increase nuclear industry exports by nearly £900million. 
The existing fleet of nuclear reactors will require decommissioning and there are significant opportunities in the nuclear defence sector. There is also a strong nuclear 
related health cluster, but this requires more research to fully understand the scale and relevance to the south west. 
The two diagrams below summarise firstly our SWOT analysis of the Nuclear South West cluster, and secondly shows how the assets and opportunities in the region fit with 
an established cluster development model2.  
                                                           
1 Nuclear South West Inward Investment Report - June 2015 
2 Michael Porter The Competitive Advantage of Nations (1990). 
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 SWOT analysis of Nuclear South West 
Strengths 

• Industry engagement 
• Significant nuclear assets within industry  / academia / public sector / business support secured or are emerging.  
• Inward investment capability and a funded collaborative work plan established 
• Stakeholders coalescing and working towards common goals with 1 voice. 
• The only English region where LEPs are truly collaborating on Inward Investment 
• A broad and varied civil nuclear and defence cluster. 
• World-class R&D capability 
• Strong heritage of complimentary sectors.  

Weaknesses  
• Differing ambitions and aspirations / pace / among stakeholders , leading to some disconnect. 
• Confusing picture of strategic, national nuclear organisations / agencies at Governmental level including NIC / National Nuclear Skills Strategy etc.  
• Confusing policy landscape 
• Revenue resource implications and lack of freedoms and flexibilities for some existing funding streams.     

Opportunities 
• 2 major new nuclear power developments and 4 decommissioning sites 
• Collaborative use of resources and asks of Government.  
• Corralling of expertise and knowledge over a functioning economic geography. 
• Better positioning of existing assets (e.g. Somerset Energy and Innovation Centre / Berkeley Green Skills Centre 
• Local HEI Collaborations – e.g. Bristol University 
• Landing of SW hub of National College for Nuclear  
• Small Modular Reactor development opportunity 
• Defence sector opportunities 
• Science and Innovation Audit  
• Enterprise Zones and Areas    

Threats  
 Further delays or changes to the new nuclear power build programme 
 Duplication of local activity where joining up would unlock better value / impact 
 SW LEPS losing growth potential for nuclear legacy.  
 Boom and bust economy and uncertainty ref EU 
 Other UK or Global markets benefit instead from international nuclear market opportunities  Lack of profile of SW's Nuclear Cluster compared to the North West 
 European funding ineligibility 
 Lack of dedicated resources to drive cluster partnership forward   
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S 

Local Context to encourage sustained investment and vigorous rivalry  

Strategy & Rivalry

Related & Supported Industries

Demand Conditions

Factor Conditions

In excess of 180 nuclear-
related organisations (across 3 
LEP area) 
SW – UK’s highest density of 
nuclear sites 
Marine Defence Sector 
Nuclear decommissioning  
Aerospace - transferrable skills  
Security and cyber security 
expertise  
Professional and Engineering 
services (Berkley Green Skills 
Centre / WoE Future 
Technology Centre)  
 

 

Hinkley Point Training Agency 
(Skills resource for servicing 
large infrastructure projects)  
National College for Nuclear 
(SW Hub) 
SW Nuclear Hub HEI 
Collaboration (UoB led) 
Somerset Energy & Innovation 
Centre (Workspace, 
collaboration, R&D) 
South West Nuclear Business 
Network  
Hinkley Enabling Team 
(bespoke business support) 
Inward Investment Strategy 
 

 
• New nuclear build / operational / de-commissioning / defence / health related services • 15 projects within 75 miles worth £50bn  • Other potential opportunities e.g. Trident 
• Global leader in regulatory services  - ONR compliant  • France, China, Japan, Western Europe Markets (Anglo collaborations)   

Components of Nuclear South West   
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Section Two – Structure and Governance 
 The operating model for Nuclear South West can be summarised as follows: 

   

Key partners in the Stakeholder Alliance Group:  
 Organisation Representing Responsibility 

Heart of the South West LEP Local Enterprise Partnership Influencing policy / funding / inward investment / economic development 
West of England Local Enterprise Partnership Influencing policy / funding / inward investment / economic development 
Gloucestershire 1st Local Enterprise Partnership Influencing policy / funding / inward investment / economic development 
University of Bristol Higher Education Institutes Research & Development / Innovation / Skills 
FE Colleges Further Education Vocational / technical Skills & Training 
National College for Nuclear Higher level skills Development of industry led skills and technical requirements 
SWMAS / Business West / Somerset Chamber  

SME’s Business and supply chain support  
INB member Industry  / Private Sector  Industry voice and communication function across the 2 groups.   

 
 

 

Industry Network Board
•150 + Businesses (Private Sector) 
•Current leadership Business West/ DNA 
•Not for Profit Company 

Stakeholder Alliance Group
•Multi Stakeholder (Public / Private sector)
• Current leadership 3 LEP
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Roles and Responsibilities 
(i) To respond to the needs and requirements of the Industry Network Board (and vice versa) to create the correct conditions for nuclear cluster 

development / growth of the sector and increase in productivity within the South West  
(ii) To establish and agree a business and communications plan.  
(iii) To establish relevant work streams to enable specific ambitious activity to be developed ensuring leadership and momentum culminating in 

measurable outcomes.  
(iv) To support / guide and monitor work stream activity and co-opt specific organisations / individuals and other experts to the Working Groups as 

necessary.  
(v) To establish strong and secure leadership and commitment within the Group and the work streams to ensure effective and timely delivery 
(vi) To effectively link with other UK and international cluster activity to ensure value added, the avoidance of duplication (where possible) and 

support UKTI to establish a compelling UK nuclear inward investment proposition. 
(vii) To effectively position Nuclear SW with key Nuclear Industry Bodies by securing partnership agreements and MOU’s 
(viii) To effectively communicate both internally (with stakeholders) and externally the role and profile of Nuclear SW. 
(ix) To promote Nuclear South West to potential inward investors. 

As the profile of Nuclear South West builds, the ambition is for the two operational halves to merge into one business-led entity.  
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Section Three – Assets & Collaboration 
 
Collaboration 
The nuclear sector is complex and multi-faceted. All of the assets outlined below are part of a wider network of relationships / 
collaborations and specific interdependencies.  
For the Cluster to be fully effective these relationships need to be understood and effectively interacted with, thus to avoid duplication, improve 
cohesiveness and importantly ensure transparent communications.  
 
The SW Nuclear Assets (skills / physical buildings and infrastructure / business support / research, development and innovation)  
Hinkley Point Training Agency  Hinkley Enabling Team  SW Nuclear Hub (UOB & Oxford)  
Somerset Energy & Innovation Centre Huntspill Enterprise Zone Berkeley Green Skills  
National College for Nuclear  EDF HPC Portal  J21 Professional Services EZ 
Science & Innovation Audit  EDF Education Inspire Projects  Joint-LEP Inward Investment activity 
Devonport, South Yard and marine/nuclear energy links  DWP Jobs Brokerage   Local delivery of Fit for Nuclear  
Joined up Business Support Agencies (Somerset Chamber, SWMAS, Business West)    UOB Nuclear Msc  
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Section Four – The Opportunity.  
The proposed first new nuclear build within a generation at Hinkley Point C, has provided the initial catalyst and impetus for the NSW 
Cluster activity.  
Achieving the first new build within a generation, to time, on budget and maximising the local benefit (to the SW) and wider UK economy 
is essential, there will be only one chance to get it right. The SW is poised to ensure that it capitalises on the renaissance of this industry 
and positions itself as the lead region. Utilising and building upon its existing nuclear specialisms, industry focus and other assets, 
£50billion of nuclear related activity  is a compelling and coherent investment proposition for Government and for industry, where we need to draw upon 
local national and European resources to make that happen.  
A series of work streams have been identified which already demonstrate the strengths of the region, and are working up specific projects and programmes 
to support and grow the sector. To date specific areas have attracted Government funding streams (Local Growth Deal Funding / Business support via the 
Manufacturing Advisory Services, Fit for Nuclear and Skills funds) These targeted funds have made a clear difference in providing exemplar return on 
investment in terms of jobs created, business growth, upskilling and training the workforce as well as within the areas of R&D  
However, the Government funding landscape is now looking very different than it did a year or so ago, and the risk is that without continued investment 
within the sector, the momentum will be lost, and the sector will cease to grow, as this diagram demonstrates.  
Each work stream identifies its vision and ambition together with its own programme of activity that will provide for a nuclear cluster of global excellence. 
The Cluster approach coalesces this activity into a cohesive whole, which avoids duplication adds value and will respond directly to the needs of Industry.  
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Section Five – Work Streams  
A: Market intelligence, evidence and stakeholder engagement  
 Requirements – Reliable, uptodate evidence base and intelligence. Stakeholder mapping. Information about 
collaborative opportunities / resources and expertise. Communications (stakeholder and wider public affairs 
engagement)  
Headline vision / ambition  

Nuclear South West underpins and supports the growth and productivity of the nuclear sector in the region by maximising its potential locally, nationally and globally. This will be achieved through having a comprehensive knowledge of stakeholder and industry activity, communicating this and raising the profile of the SW as a Centre of Nuclear Excellence to compliment the North West offer and provide a cohesive nuclear offer for UK PLC.  
 

Activity Lead partner Supporting partners Timescales  Short / Medium / Long  
Resourcing / asks  Measurable outcomes 

Stakeholder Mapping NNC All of SAG S Existing resource Comprehensive map of activity across the South West and national / international links   
Value of nuclear to SW economy (specific capabilities – enlarging on DNA report) 

3 LEP All of SAG S Existing resource Evidence base – and information for inward investment collateral and communications 

Audit of nuclear assets (as above) NNC All of SAG  S Existing Resource Evidence base – and information for inward investment collateral and communications  
Audit of nuclear related activity / events  NNC All of SAG S Existing Resource Linked in Group or Members section of NSW website  - co-branding with NSW established  
Knowledge of funding streams / opportunities NNC All of SAG S Existing Resource Opportunities mapped out – as well as eligibility criteria  
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Establishing relationships with other nuclear clusters NNC  All of SAG S Existing Resource SW / NW collaboration framework established. Joint key actions – effective alignment to Govt Nuclear Industrial Strategy and key National Nuclear Organisations  
Alignment to construction / infrastructure skills strategy across 3 LEPs  

NNC     Delivering against key action plan targets  

Communications Plan  3 LEP’s All of SAG S Existing Resource Co-branding, key messages (See draft comms plan 
Communications Tools 3 LEP’s All of SAG S Existing Resource Profile raising and influence – Parliamentary engagement, social media, website, newsletters.  
Science & Innovation Audit 3 LEP’s  All of SAG S Existing Resource Provision of information for data bank and opportunity to flag up nuclear specialisms.   

Key Milestones: 
 MOU signed with NIA  - September 2015 
 MOU drafted with NAMRC – November 2015 
 Partnership Agreement drafted with Nucleopolis – December 2015 
 Cluster of Cluster meeting held and ways of working agreed – December 2015  
 European Funding landscape resource document compiled  - November 2015 
 Nuclear SW Website launched  - February 2016 
 CoNE visit to SW – April 2016 
 Parliamentary reception – July 2016 
 Communications Plan – July 2016 
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B: Research & Development / Innovation 
Headline vision / ambition  

Research and innovation needs to support the Government’s ambition to renew and strengthen the UK’s expertise and capability in nuclear energy, to keep Britain at the ‘top table’ of countries deploying and advancing nuclear technology. The UK will become a globally recognised centre of excellence for improving and developing nuclear energy technology, exploiting new ways to deploy current nuclear energy systems into the energy mix to meet the climate change challenge, together with a step-change in what future nuclear systems will be capable of delivering, beyond the production of electricity towards co-generation and advanced closed fuel cycles. To achieve this, Nuclear South West seeks to facilitate an environment where fundamental research can be combined with commercial innovation to create technologies and solutions that can be deployed into industrial facilities and finally carried through into the global supply chain.  
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Activity Lead partner Supporting partners Timescales  Short / Medium / Long  

Resourcing / asks Measurable outcomes 

NUCLEATE - Nuclear Futures Open Innovation and Technology Centre.  Strategic support for innovation in nuclear businesses. 

University of Bristol SW Nuclear Hub industrial partners (e.g. EDF, NNL, Hitachi).  SW Nuclear Hub industrial partners (e.g. Oxford, UWE, Cardiff). 

S Government – outline business plan submitted to WoE LEP, £15m requested for an innovation facility 

Jobs, £132m gross GVA in 3 years  Support to companies pursuing innovation in the nuclear sector, including SMEs. 

Expansion of leading edge research facilities around the SW Nuclear Hub at the University of Bristol. 
University of Bristol SW Nuclear Hub industrial partners (e.g. EDF, NNL, Hitachi).  SW Nuclear Hub industrial partners (e.g. Oxford, UWE, Cardiff). 

S HEFCE Research Partnership Investment Fund (RPIF) or similar funding route. £20M  

Advanced R&D facilities available to academic and industrial partners in the region and nationally, in line with the Government’s Nuclear Industrial Strategy. 

Establishment of an nuclear-focussed Innovative Training Network (ITN) within the SW Nuclear Hub at the University of Bristol.  

University of Bristol SW Nuclear Hub industrial partners (e.g. EDF, NNL, Hitachi).  SW Nuclear Hub industrial partners (e.g. Oxford, UWE, Cardiff). 

 European Union.  Attracting high quality scientists and engineers from Europe into the SW nuclear sector.  Increasing industrial funding and participation in nuclear R&D. 

Establishment of a nuclear-focussed Doctoral Training Centre (DTC) within the SW Nuclear Hub at the University of Bristol  
University of Bristol SW Nuclear Hub industrial partners (e.g. Oxford, UWE, Cardiff). 

 EPSRC Strategic programme of high level nuclear research and skills training - supporting delivery of the next generation of UK-based nuclear experts, contributing to meeting the skills gap. Increasing industrial funding and participation in nuclear R&D. 
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Key Milestones: 
Creating Nuclear Innovation Space 
Supported by a Catalyst grant from HEFCE, the University of Bristol has created a South West Nuclear Hub to draw together the key stakeholders in academia, industry and government to co-ordinate research and teaching in support of the Government’s Nuclear Industrial Strategy. Phase II of the Hub will create space for the key actors to come together and innovate in a safe environment, enabling technologies to be developed to higher Technology Readiness Levels (TRLs) before going near a nuclear licensed site. This ‘Nuclear Innovation Factory’ (NUCLEATE) will bring together expertise from across the nuclear sector, connect it to related clusters of commercial enterprise such as the digital technology Enterprise Zone in Bristol’s Temple Quarter, and feed it with interdisciplinary research undertaken in cutting edge facilities at the regional Universities.       
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Support required from Government  1. Enabling engagement by its nuclear regulatory agencies in the innovation process. The regulators play a key role in enabling innovation to be realised in real nuclear operations, early engagement in the innovation pipeline is critical to success at the end. The ONR has a globally respected record in regulating existing nuclear facilities, but it has been a long time since the UK has developed its own new nuclear technologies and it will require a cultural shift in the regulatory community. The Government is asked to play a leadership role in encouraging and enabling this shift to come about.  2. Facilitate funding for a nuclear innovation space in the heart of the civil nuclear community. The South West is home to the technical headquarters of the majority of the UK’s current and prospective nuclear operators, the technical support organisations and the regulators, as well as nationally leading Universities in nuclear research. The University of Bristol has created a South West Nuclear Hub to bring these major players together. Funding is required for phase 2, to create space for the growing demand for fundamental science and engineering research and to create an innovation space for upscaling of new technologies towards deployment at nuclear sites. The Government is asked to facilitate funding for facilities and research projects, enabling leverage of industrial and commercial investment.  3. Rationalise the landscape of government bodies that support nuclear development. The Government has created or facilitated the creation of a number of bodies designed to support the UK nuclear sector, but this landscape has become complicated and difficult to engage with. The Government is asked to rationalise these bodies under one organisation to co-ordinate and deliver the Government’s nuclear strategy, e.g. Nuclear Industry Council, Nuclear Skills Strategy Group, Nuclear Skills Academy, National College for Nuclear.  
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C: Vocational Skills & Training  
 Requirements – Fit for purpose skills delivery for the nuclear industry and nuclear supply chain / fit with national nuclear industrial 
strategy (skills) Innoative delivery mechinisms established.  
Headline vision / ambition  

Analysis by Oxford Economics and Atkins suggests that with policy interventions and actions taken by organisations and firms involved in new build, the UK supply chain has the potential to capture around 60% of the overall value of investment in a 16 GW programme over the period to 2030, providing it is delivered to the right drumbeat. This would be equivalent to around £35 billion in gross output and over £15 billion in Gross Value Added (GVA). Combined with indirect and induced effects, gross UK output and GVA are estimated at over £80 billion and £37 billion respectively….  
 
Over the next 20 years it is predicted that worldwide investment in nuclear will reach £930 billion. Alongside this, it is expected that the nuclear industry will need 30,000 
new employees over the next decade. In the UK, a 20 year horizon of New Nuclear Builds (NNB) with 7 NNB and an increase in staff of 40% in 10 years.  It is also predicted 
there will be between 500 -1000 years of decommissioning required. A national skills shortage has been identified in the nuclear industry.   
The government strategy is twofold: 

 Address this shortage is to build The National College for Nuclear (NCfN). There will be two hubs, a Northern Hub and Southern Hub.  
 Leave a legacy of global nuclear capability in the UK¸ particularly in the South West  

Innovative interventions 
Hinkley Point Training Agency 
Hinkley Point Training Agency (HPTA) – In common with the supply chain activity EDF Energy also have a commitment to recruit up to 25% of its workforce from Somerset 
(including N Somerset) and 34% from within a 90 minute commute.  
The aim of the HPTA is to bring together training providers across the region to help ensure that businesses in the supply chain have access to a work-ready labour force 
equipped with the right skills, at the right time. It will meet the skills needs of the HPC project over the duration of the build by: 

 Creating efficiency and adding value by providing a one stop shop to access skills provision 
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 Coordinating and developing the capacity, expertise and resources of the local, regional and national skills systems 
The HPTA is designed to provide a sustainable and transferable model that will create the blueprint for meeting the skills training needs for future large-scale infrastructure 
projects in nuclear and beyond. Its key functions will be to: 

 Understand the impact of the HPC skills need on the regional labour market, build the capacity and expertise of skills providers accordingly and establish an accredited 
membership of responsive skills providers. 

 Match the employment needs of HPC to the capabilities of the skills system, developing employer-led training solutions as appropriate and identifying relevant funding 
streams. 

 Provide a one-stop shop for supply chain employers to access high quality training provision, and support them by providing tender specifications and a procurement 
portal. 

 Monitor the quality of the provision, report progress and identify areas for improvement. 
National College for Nuclear  - SW Hub 
It has recently been announced that Bridgwater College will become the Southern Hub of the National College for Nuclear, alongside partnership organisations, EDF 
Energy and University of Bristol. The Northern Hub will be formed by Lakes College, Sellafield Ltd and the University of Cumbria. 
Capital funding has been approved to build the Southern Hub.  The National College for Nuclear will be a virtual college, specialising in training and development for the 
nuclear industry. A state-of-the-art training facility at Bridgwater will be created.  
Due to be completed in 2017, these new resources will offer world-class training facilities for the advanced and higher technical skills levels, including virtual design facilities 
and augmented reality. The space will be designed to enable the provision of higher level vocational curriculum. 
NCfN, aims to revolutionize the way people are educated through innovation and collaboration with industry and create an eco-system of learning. 
 “The National Colleges will function on a par with our most prestigious universities, delivering training that matches the best in the world.” 
To create a world-class nuclear curriculum that employers need and learners aspire to: 

• A world class “higher level vocational pathway” for the UK nuclear industry 
• A nuclear curriculum with progression routes to jobs in the nuclear sector 
• Nuclear-specific qualifications and training that meet the needs of employers, including the Defence sector 
• Set standards by accrediting and validating providers and courses 
• Support the UK’s nuclear industrial strategy by helping to tackle key skills gaps 
• Build a reputation for innovation and outstanding quality, and achieve international recognition for nuclear vocational training. 
• Collaboration with best in class Nuclear HEIs to develop and deliver higher vocational training content 
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• Curriculum will be designed to be a unique task and project led curriculum will emit and draw knowledge and core competencies together at the point of work to equip learners with the ready skills to provide them a core set of behaviours to allow them to enter their job function more rapidly  
The aims of NCfN are: 
 “Go to College for vocational training in Nuclear Industry” 

- First class training to ensure career progression  
- Prestigious qualifications ensuring employability and high graduate salaries 
- Natural accelerator to career progression 
- Creating exponential not sequential / linear learning paths 
- Tailored learning journeys with a breadth in learning styles  
- Employing technology solutions to advance, augment and amplify learning experiences  

Activity Lead partner Supporting partners Timescales  Short / Medium / Long  
Resourcing Measurable outcomes 

 Supporting HPTA HPTA Board EDF / T1 Contractors  S HOTSW LEP  revenue pump-priming for 3 years of operation secured. Freedoms and flexibilities in respect of skills funding programmes.  

X local jobs secured during construction of HPC  

Roll out the HPTA Model to other NNB Primes 

HPTA Board EDF / Horizon  M   

National College for Nuclear Bridgwater College  UOB – LEP (influencing / lobbying) 
M BIS  / HPTA Capital funds (from HOTSW GD1) ESF Funds?  

NCfN successfully delivering nuclear vocational skills  
Workforce succession planning 

UOB / Bridgwater College 
NcFN S / M H2020 Euratom Bid  

CIAG University of Plymouth /  S/M ESIF  
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Bridgwater College  
Key Milestones: 

 HPTA launched – May 2016 
 HPTA Director of Operations appointed – June / July 2016 
 HPTA model tested – June / July 2016 
 HPTA Operational – From September 2016  
 National College for Nuclear SW Hub funding secured – June 2016 
 National College for Nuclear SW Hub  - Operational 2017  
 Euroatom bid submitted – October 2016  
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D:  Business / Supply Chain Optimisation   
 Requirements – SME support programmes / fit for purpose business support / established links with key nuclear organisations / fit 
with national nuclear industrial strategy 
Headline vision / ambition  

• To provide a single point of reference for business support to stakeholders, Industry Network Board and nuclear businesses 
• To ensure tier 1 organisations have confident access to capable and credible suppliers and supply consortia 
• To ensure supplier businesses are in an optimised position to win work from UK developments in the medium term  
• To develop internationally recognised expertise in long term and to create a legacy capability for the SW which can be exported 
• To provide information on supply opportunities and potential gaps in capability and business support to inform NSW strategy and direction of resources  

 
Nuclear Supply Chain Action Plan -  The delivery of targeted supplier development will assist government in achieving objectives set out in the Nuclear Industrial Strategy 
for the home market and the 2020 milestones.   
Nuclear Industrial Strategy – Objective Extract   
“To have a domestic nuclear market that maximises UK commercial opportunities, delivering growth by providing a platform to build sustainable exports as well as a secure 
supply of energy in the longterm;   
Key Milestones (New Build): 2020 UK-based industry secures a significant share of the work to deliver the first new plants including construction, component manufacture, 
and provision of professional and technical services 
The Hinkley Enabling Team, managed by a consortia of the Somerset Chamber / SWMAS and Business West has identified and assessed work packages in advance of the 
procurement process in order to effect engagement with a capable supply chain.  
To date in excess of 30 work packages have been identified and assessed by HET which has resulted in over 700 engagements with 209 unique suppliers resulting in 14 
supplier clusters being identified and developed with a core of group 81 suppliers. 7 collaborative entities are now advanced in the process of being awarded single tender or 
interim agreements for contract values likely to be over £350 million during the project construction.  A further 30 work packages have recently come on line.  
Two supplier steering groups, co-chaired by EDF Energy and Somerset Chamber are playing a key role in uncovering the work package opportunities and guiding the activity 
for viable proposals to be developed by the regional supply chain.    
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The Site Operations Steering Group identified a total of 14 work packages with 6 viable collaborative entities resulting. Somerset Larder have been issued the interim 
catering contract and have been on site since September 2014 and a further 5 groups have been mentored and assessed by EDF Energy procurement teams and are in the 
process of securing single tender agreements.   
The Industrial Partner Steering Group which includes EDF Energy, 7 Tier 1 industrial Partners and Somerset Chamber has been working to develop efficient processes to 
uncover work package opportunities and share intelligence about the capable manufacture and install supply chain in the region. As a result working with procurement 
teams from two of the T2 Contractors the Hinkley Enabling Team have to date been able to assess and supplier match 16 work packages with 459 manufacturing businesses 
engaged and 76 suppliers matching requirements now identified in 10 supplier clusters with currently 20 lead suppliers. Further engagement will continue to be 
encouraged with all Tier 1 contractors in line with the project timetable.   
In addition to the work summarised above the Hinkley Enabling Team had also been working in partnership with SWMAS and Nuclear AMRC to provide support for 
manufacturers wishing to become part of the nuclear supply chain. 102 suppliers have been referred to MAS with over 40 suppliers now on the Fit 4 Nuclear programme 

and Nuclear AMRC have supported a series of Nuclear Connect events 
engaging with over 50 businesses.    
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Activity Lead partner Supporting partners Timescales  Short / Medium / Long * 

Resourcing Measurable outcomes 

Build the capacity and capability of the existing local supply chain to access nuclear opportunities 

Hinkley Enabling Team 
SWMAS / EDF / Horizon / HPTA S / M £0.5M for 3 years of delivery throughout HOTSWLEP area – similar request for other LEP areas 

X% of local supply chain secured locally (South West)  

Align existing service providers to simplify access and reduce duplication/confusion 

    A clearly defined message and coordinated business support offer Aligned approach with service delivery orgs  
Identify gaps in provision and identify additional potential resources 

    15 year development plan highlighting business support requirements as the NSW business cluster develops 
Work with R&D and skills work streams to align plans (Cross Cutting)  

     

Specific business support for FDI       
Roll out Hinkley Enabling Team Model to other NNB Primes 

HET / EDF / Horizon      

 
Key Milestones: 
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E:  Inward Investment    
 Requirements – Collatoral / profile / resource for account management  and targeted marketing 
Headline vision / ambition  

To stimulate long-term nuclear-related foreign direct and indigenous investment across the South West, both from new Investors and growth of the existing Cluster.  
Desired outcomes of the joint-LEP nuclear inward investment approach 

 To raise awareness and profile of the Nuclear South West cluster and its key strengths and opportunities for potential investors, making the South West the destination of choice for any company investing in UK Nuclear. 
 To highlight specific commercial opportunities e.g. capability gaps, which might represent lucrative opportunities for inward investors. 
 To encourage companies working in the area to invest long-term, expand and export services / products across the UK and Europe. 
 To maximise Nuclear Inward Investment expenditure by joint-LEPs and local partners, by working collaboratively. 
 To reach potential investors in key markets, in particular UK, France, China, Japan and Western Europe. 
 To work with UKTI and other LEP Inward Investment teams to identify and promote the UK national proposition  

Activity Lead partner Supporting partners Timescales  Short / Medium / Long  
Resourcing Measurable outcomes 

Establish Nuclear Inward Investment Strategy and a 3 year programme.   HotSW LEP IBB, G1st, NCfN, SCC, SDC, TDC, WSC, UKTI / BIS 

S / M £440K over 3-years  In 1st year 
 50 companies will be engaged 

including targeted potential Investors 
and strategically important landed-
companies with a propensity for 
growth. 

 At least 15 warm leads will be 
generated per year across the area. 

 At least 10 mutually agreed projects 
will be identified and supported 
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Activity Lead partner Supporting partners Timescales  Short / Medium / Long  
Resourcing Measurable outcomes 

through account management, per 
year. 

 Build up an Ambassador programme 
with at least 10 nuclear industry 
representatives’ willing to volunteer 
time to promote NSW. 

 Programme of 2-3 key international 
events, with sufficient work to 
maximise opportunities. 

 
 
Key Milestones: 

 NSW presence at NDA Event – November 2015 
 3 LEP Inward Investment Strategy agreed and resourced for 16-19 
 NSW presence at All Energy – May 2016 
 NSW stand at World Nuclear Event, Paris – June 2016 
 Marketing and promotions collateral produced  - June 2016  
 Industry expert contracted Jun/Jul 16 

 
 
 


